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Abstract - Emotion based speaker Identification System is the process of automatically identifying 
speaker’s emotion based on features extracted from speech waves. This paper presents experiment with 
the building and testing of a Speaker’s emotion identification for Hindi speech using Mel Frequency 
Cepestral Coefficients and Vector Quantization techniques. We collected voice samples of Hindi speech 
sentences in four basic emotions to study speaker’s emotion identification and it was found that with 
proposed emo-voice model we are able to achieve accuracy of 73% of speaker’s emotion identification in 
speech out of 93% of the total speech samples provided to the system.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The human speech contains and reflects information about the emotional state of the speaker. Emotion 
plays an important role in verbal communication and interaction allowing people to express them their views. 
Human computer interaction could be more effective when the accurate emotional information in speech could 
be identified [1, 2, 3]. These applications can then be used in areas such as health, call centers, education etc. 
where there is more use of human computer interaction. There have been several researches carried out to 
identify emotional state from speech for different languages. For performing experiment in Hindi speech we 
collected voice samples of five male and female speakers of different age groups expressing sentences in Hindi 
each frequently used in everyday communication in four basic emotions namely Happy(H), Natural (N), Sad 
(S), Anger (A). Emotional speech databases of 20 sample sentences in Hindi are used for emotion expressions 
Table 1.   

 
Speaker Age (Yrs) Gender Emo# 

Spk1 34 Female 4 

Spk2 40 Male 4 

Spk3 14 Male 4 

Spk4 25 Female 4 

Spk5 31 Female 4 

Table [1]: Specifications of the voice sample 

II. FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Prosodic and Spectral features extracted from speech are used in emotion identification. Each speaker has 

unique physiological characteristics of speech production and speaking style and speaker-specific characteristics 
are reflected in prosody. It is generally recognized that human listeners can better recognize speakers. In most of 
the ASR-free approaches, pitch contour dynamics are represented using parameters derived from linear stylized 
pitch segments, which has the advantage that features are derived directly from the speech signal [4]. Spectral 
features are represented by MFCC and prosodic features are represented by pitch and energy contours [5]. 
Feature extraction is the process of reducing data while retaining speaker discriminative information. Our task is 
to train an emo-voice model for each speaker using the corresponding sound file. We have used MFCC 
coefficients and efficient classifying method Vector Quantization for performing text-independent identification.  
A. Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients 

Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) processor is mainly used to emulate the behavior of the 
human ears.  The steps for computing MFCC are shown in Figure [1]. It is a representation of MFCC calculation 
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process [6] which shows the digital speech signal of s1_natural_01.wav analog file. In the first step of MFCC 
calculation , preprocessing covers digital filters and signal detection. Next in frame blocking, the speech signal 
is blocked into frames of N samples, the adjacent frames are separated by M (M < N), where N = 256 (which is 
equivalent to ~ 30 ms windowing and facilitate the fast radix-2 FFT) and M = 100 [7, 10].   

The next step in the processing is to window every frame to minimize the signal discontinuities at the start 
and end of each frame. We define the window as  

10),( −≤≤ Nnnw , where N = number of samples in each frame 

10),()()( −≤≤= Nnnwnxny ll
, where y(n) = Output signal, x (n) = input signal, w(n) = Hamming 

window [12]. The result of windowing signal is  
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Fast Fourier Transform converts each frame of N samples from the time domain into the frequency domain.  
Here we take the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of each frame, which is defined on the set of N samples 
{xn}, as follow: 
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Next step shows the mel-frequency scale which represents linear frequency spacing < 1000 Hz and a log 
spacing > 1000 Hz, based on non linear perception of frequencies of audio signals by human ear. Thus for each 
speech wave with actual frequency, (f) Hz, a subjective pitch is measured on a scale called the ‘mel’ scale.  The 
mel-frequency scale is F(Mel)=[ 2595  *  log 10 [ 1 +  f ] 700 ] [7,10,11].   After this step using DCT the real 
numbers (log mel spectrum and their logarithm)  are converted back into time domain, to get the mel frequency 
cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) [7,10].   

The cepstral representation of the speech spectrum provides a good representation of the local spectral 
properties of the signal for the given frame analysis, 1,...,2,0,0

~ −= KkS , we can calculate the MFCC's, ,~
nc  as 

[11] 
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Figure [1]: MFCC Flow chart and diagram 

B.  Vector Quantization 

In this method, VQ code-books consisting of a small number of representative feature vectors are used as an 
efficient means of characterizing speaker emotion specific features [13, 14]. Figure [2] represents Block 
diagram of emotion identification system using VQ.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure [2]: Block diagram of Emotion identification System using VQ. 

A speaker-specific VQ code-book is generated by clustering the training feature vectors of each speaker  
(Figure [3]). After which the system would have information of the emo-voice characteristic of each (known) 
speaker. In testing phase, the system recognizes the (assumed unknown) speaker’s emotion of each speech file 
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in the testing folder. The system would then be able to recognize which registered speaker’s emotion provides a 
given utterance from amongst a set of known speaker’s emotional speech. In the recognition phase an unknown 
speaker, represented by a sequence of feature vectors {x1,…, xT }, is compared with the codebooks in the 
database. For each codebook a distortion measure is computed, and the speaker with the lowest distortion is 
chosen (Table [2]). One way to define the distortion measure is to use the average of the Euclidean Distances 
[8]. The Euclidean distance is the distance between the two points that can be measured with a ruler, which can 
be proven by repeated application of the Pythagorean Theorem. 

 

The Euclidean distance is defined by: where xj is the jth component of 

the input vector, and yij is the jth component of the codeword yi [9].  

Thus, each feature vector in the sequence X is compared with all the codebooks, and the codebook with the 
minimized average distance is chosen to be the best. 

 
Figure[3]: Result of codewords in 2 dimentional space of two speech files. The codewords are marked for two different speakers 

speaking same sentence in same emotion. The voronoi regions for speaker1 is separated by red boundary and for speaker2 by blue boundary. 

The emotional speech of a speaker corresponding to the VQ codebook with least total distortion is 
recognized as the emotion of speaker of the input speech. Table [2] shows the sample speech test conducted for 
19 speech files in the train database with 7 speech files in the test database.  

 

Table [2]:  Distortion calculated for 7 test speech samples with the 19 trained data. 

III. RESULTS 
Analysis of building and testing of an automatic emotion based speaker identification system using 

MATLAB environment show resultant matrix (Table [3]) after the testing each speech file in the test database 
with the trained vectors generated for computer speaker emotion identification system. 
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Table [3]:  Matrix - Computer Speaker Emotion Identification. 

We can depict the following results from the resultant matrix of 372 emotional speech samples (Table [3]): 
A. Speaker Identification without Emotions: 

• Total correct prediction made speakers wise 344/372 i.e. 92.47%  
• The error rate is  28/372 i.e.7.53% 

B. Speaker Identification with Emotions: 

• The model made 273 correct predictions of Emotions. 
• The model made 99 incorrect predictions of Emotions. 
• The model scored 372 cases (273 + 99). 
• The error rate is  99/372 i.e. 26.61% 
• The accuracy rate is 273/372= 73.39%.  

In voice authentication there are some user influences that affect the speech and emotion of a speaker, must 
be addressed like cold, expression and volume, misspoken or misread prompted phrases, previous user activity, 
background noises etc. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In the study we have used techniques of MFCC and VQ for identification of speaker speaking in different 

emotions and applied to text independent speaker’s identification system. The result shows that with proposed 
method we are able to achieve 73.39% of speaker’s emotion identification in speech by system.  The experiment 
has been performed on small utterances and database could be enhanced to achieve more accuracy. The results 
of our experiments are limited to recognize the speaker based on the devices used for recording the 
corresponding speech files.  
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